BUILD YOUR CASE
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY

Dear [Line Manager / Principal’s Name/Supervisor]
As [my title], my responsibility is to ensure that our financial / business decisions support the objectives of the school and
department. This includes promoting a positive workplace culture, building strong connections with our stakeholders, and
maintaining an informed perspective on how to maximize resources for our students.
I would like to bring to your attention—and submit my request to attend—an exceptional opportunity for enrichment and skill
sharpening that is designed specifically for financial and operational leaders within the school business profession. [name of
PD/conference/workshop], offers an interactive experience that brings leadership experts together with top school business
professionals to address issues and approaches that apply to the very specific realm of school finance/business
operations/applicable area.
Sessions I believe will be particularly valuable for our school are:
(EXAMPLE) “Strategic Leadership for Executives in Education,” which will address the particularly niched knowledge base of
the school finance and administration field and offer leadership strategies for translating that perspective to engage and
influence stakeholders.
(EXAMPLE) “Inclusive Leadership 2030: Strategies and Practices for the Future Workforce,” which will explore new
leadership and organizational models for inclusive and high-performing workplace cultures with a workforce that is evolving
in uncharted ways.
In addition to these and other valuable sessions that provide relevant and valuable professional
development, the conference offers school business managers / (title) the unique opportunity to
strengthen our business and operational acumen by interacting with peers from outside of [state or
country] in a close-knit, collegial format. I’ll also have a chance to discuss products and solutions with
industry experts and colleagues who have insight on different approaches to meeting our schol’s needs.
I would be happy to share my new knowledge with school/partnership/regional colleagues when I return,
through both workday interactions and a written summary of my takeaways.
The estimated cost for attending the (title) including travel, accommodation and event registration, is
[_____________]. I believe it would be a sound investment in the future of our school and hope you will
agree.
(If applicable add here any personal contribution, grant or sponsorship)

Thank you for considering this leadership development request.
Please let me know if you would like more information about the [name of PD/conference/workshop] or
would like to discuss this possibility further.
For more information please visit - www.sassaoa.com.au
Name
Title
Signature
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ABOUT SASSAOA
Mission
Our focus on building workforce capacity, collaboration and delivery of world class educational leadership in South Australian
public schools, aims to transform educational business knowledge and systems to enable successful outcomes for every student.
This is achieved by recognising the growing role of business leaders in schools and supporting them to build their professional
capacity to lead and manage the complexities of education business administration and operational practice, thereby releasing
educational leaders to focus on teaching and learning.
Membership Benefits - $110per annum
- A cohesive network for members, with high quality professional development and regular collaboration opportunities
- Access to information from the education department and the opportunity to participate on working parties
- Information through network from department’s executive on key strategies/policy
- Valuable, relevant and up-to-date professional development
- Opportunity to attend events such as interstate conferences, collaborate with interstate peers, understand how other states
operate
- Automatic member of ASBLA – Association School Business Leaders Australia
- Access to chatline for relevant, helpful content
Vision
To provide an influential and empowering voice for members by building business leadership capacity and recognition of the
business leaders workforce through futures focussed professional development, consultative and collaborative connections, and
world class education system improvement.
More information - www.sassaoa.com.au

